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@LPEastLeics Facebook and Twitter

Welcome to your Belgrave police e-newsletter. Here you will find all of the latest
news from your local policing team as well as crime prevention advice to help
keep you safe.

Beat Surgeries
Local officers invite you to join them and discuss local issues they will be at the
following locations:
Thursday 5th May 2022 - 14:30 - 15:30 Natwest, 2 Melton Road. This Beat Surgery
will be part of a Fraud Awareness event. There have been an increasing number of
offences on the Belgrave where individuals are being targeted through ATM distraction
thefts, text message scams, online fraud, phone and email scams. PCSO’s will inform
members of the public about Fraud awareness offer advice about the different types of
Fraud, dealing with potential fraudulent situations, safeguarding against crime and
actions to take for victims of Fraud.
Monday 16th May 2022 - 15:30 - 16:30 Belgrave Neighbourhood Centre, Rothley
Street

Bike Thefts
We have seen an increase in bike thefts in the Belgrave area over the last few
weeks. Your local beat officers have arrested and charged two males in
connection with bike thefts but would still like to remind you to protect your bike
by following these simple tips:
- Double lock it Using two locks slows thieves down and makes your bike less
of a target. Use two quality locks, at least one of which is a D-lock.
- Lock the lot Lock the frame and both wheels to a secure cycle stand.
- Secure it Secure your bike as close to the stand as possible to give and
thieves little or no room to manoeuvre.
- Park securely Lock your bike at recognised secure cycle parking. It should be
well lit and covered by CCTV.
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- Take removable parts with you Take parts that are easy to remove with
you, such as wheels, lights, baskets or the saddle or use locking skewers or
nuts which can increase security by securing the bike's components to the
frame permanently.
- Mark it Get your bike securely marked. It’s a highly effective, visible
deterrent to bike thieves. They know that if they are caught with a registered
bike, the owner can be traced and they will be arrested. Bikeregister provide a
list of police bike marking events.
- Register it Register your frame number for free on a cycle database such as
BikeRegister or immobilise.com. The frame number is usually found
underneath the bike between the pedals or where the back wheel slots in. If
your bike is ever stolen and recovered by the police, it can be traced back to
you.
- Remember safety begins at home Take the same carer to lock your bike
securely at home as you would on the street.

It's that time of year - Cover up your jewellery!
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Protect your gold
• Do not display your jewellery in public
• If you feel unsafe change direction
• Be aware of what is happening around
you
• Use well lit, busy streets and a route you are familliar with
• Photograph all items of jewellery and register your possessions for
free at www.immobilise.com
• Buy a small safe for use at homeand fix to a secure surface
• Where possible use a bank or safety deposit box
• Lock all windows and doors at night and every time you leave your
home

Community Engagement

PC 4811 Ash Pema engaged with local children, showing them the police car and
giving them general safety advice.
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Festivals in May 2022
1st May – END OF RAMADAN Muslim
Ramadan is the 9th month of the Islamic Calendar, when the Prophet received the first revelation of
verses of the Qur'an. It is the holiest month for Muslims, and they dedicate themselves to spiritual renewel,
prayer and intensive devotional reading of the Qur'an. During the month of Ramadan Muslims are required
to fast from daybreak until after sunset. No food or drink may be consumed during the ours o fasting, and
thise fasting may also abstain from smoking and from sexual relations. After the custom of the Prophet,
the fast is traditionally broken each evening by taking dates and water.
2nd May – EID-UL-FITR/FEAST OF FAST BREAKING (1STShawwal) Muslim
This is a time - once the fast of Ramadan has been completed - for making gifts for the poor. It is
especially a time for new clothes, good food, and presents for children. Families get together and contact
friends, especially those who live far away. The community assembles for Eid prayer and a sermon at it's
mosques. The traditional greeting is 'Eid Mubarak' - 'a happy and blessed Eid'.
5th May – YOM HA'ATZMA'UT Jewish
Israeli Independence Day, commemorating the declaration of independence of Israel in 1948.
15th May - 21st May – CHRISTIAN AID WEEK Christian
Initiated in 1945, this fundraising week raises money for work with the needy throughout the world; mainly
done by house to house collections and sales of goods of various kinds.
16th May – VESAKHA PUJA/WESAK/BUDDHA DAY Buddhist
Wesak is the biggest of Buddhist festivals. Theravadins celebrate the birth, enlightenment and final
passing away of Gautama Buddha. Mahayanists have separate days for each of them, and on Bodhi Day
celebrate the enlightenment of the Buddha. Houses are decorated with lanterns and garlands, and
temples are ringed with little oil lamps. people often send Wesak cards to their friends, and lay people
come together at monasteries at this time.
19th May – LAG B'OMER Jewish
The Omer lasts 49 days from Pesach to Shavuot. A time of sadness, it is relieved on the 33rd day. It
recalls the end of a plague in Roman times. Weddings often take place on this day, since they are not
usually permitted during the rest of the Omer period.
26th May – ASCENSION DAY (40th day after Easter) Christian
The day commemorates the last earthly appearance of the Risen Christ, who, according to Christian
belief, ascended into heaven in the presence of many witnesses.
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